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Abstract

In atomic and molecular spectroscopy	 measured transition energies
represent di
erences between the energy levels of the emitting or absorb�
ing system� In complex spectra of such transitions the identi�cation of
the pair of states corresponding to an observed transition energy is a
dicult process� The assignment of transition energies to energy levels
proceeds in stages� At each stage	 some identi�cations will be erroneous�
Robust �tting methods have proven extremely helpful for �nding errors
and for obtaining reliable identi�cations and estimates of energy levels�

Keywords� Robust estimation	 L� estimation	 Analysis of Variance�

� Introduction

Insight into the physical structure of atoms and molecules can be obtained by as�

sessing the pattern of energy levels associated with their quantum mechanical states�

Experiments associated with this topic form the scope of atomic and molecular spec�

troscopy� Accurate direct measurements of energy levels are not possible in general�

Instead	 transitions among the di
erent states of the molecule can be observed�

Thus	 only separations among energy levels are available for analysis� The data we

were dealing with stem from electromagnetic radiation induced by electric discharges
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in gaseous tritium� In the discharge the tritium molecules T� are excited through

bombardment with electrons passing from the cathode to the anode� The excited

molecules �fall back� towards the ground state in cascades of deexcitation steps�

For some such transitions a photon is emitted whose energy can be observed�

This leads to the simple model

Y�u � ��� � ��u � ��u� ���

where Y�u is the measured transition energy from the upper state u to the lower

state �� and ��u is the random measurement error� The quantities �� and ��u are the

unknown energy levels of the two states� Since they can be determined only up to

an additive constant	 the energy level of the ground state � that is	 the lowest �� �

is de�ned to be zero� The � values are called term values in atomic and molecular

spectroscopy�

This model can be written in the form of a linear regression as

Y � X� � �� ���

where Y and � are the vectors of the Y�u�s and the ��u�s	 respectively	

� �

�
�
��

�
is the vector of the unknown energy levels	 and X is the design matrix	

X � �X� X �� with

X�
��u��k �

�
�� if � � k

� if � �� k
X �

��u��k �

�
� if u � k

� if u �� k

The problem is the one�dimensional analogue of the basic problem in landscape

triangularization� It also occurs in other �elds of science�

The familiar method for estimating the parameters in ��� or ��� is least squares

�tting� For larger problems including a few hundred or a few thousand possible

states	 a storage problem can appear in computation	 and methods for avoiding it

have been recently proposed by J�K�G� Watson �������

In complex spectra	 there is a fundamental diculty	 however� If non�selective

modes of excitation are used � such as in the electric discharges from which our

data originate � then for each one of the huge number of observed transition energy

values both the initial upper and the �nal lower states	 u and �� are in question� A
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wealth of skill and specialized methods is needed to associate each observed energy

with a pair of states� In larger studies	 this identi�cation task is extremely dicult�

Usually one starts from some tentative assignments	 �ts a theoretical model and

uses the �t to �nd more identi�cations in the manner discussed below �Section ���

At all stages	 some identi�cations will typically be erroneous�

The data set which will be partly analyzed in this paper consists of some ������

transition energies measured in the emission spectrum of T�� The spectrum was ob�

tained together with other molecular hydrogen spectra at Johns Hopkins University

by G� H� Dieke and coworkers over a time period spanning fourty years ������������

For the stable molecules H� and D� analyses of the data have been published �Dieke	

����� Crosswhite	 ����� Freund et al�	 �����	 but for the radioactive molecule T�

very little has appeared in print �Dieke and Cunningham	 ����� Dieke and Tomkins	

������ Nevertheless	 when Prof� Dieke died unexpectedly in ����	 he had started to

make assignments in the T� spectrum� Upon closer examination	 some of his roughly

���� assignments turned out to be self�contradictory or incompatible with the H�

and D� data� They had certainly been considered as tentative by Dieke and had not

been �nalised for publication�

In Dieke�s T� data the measured transition energies	 expressed as wave numbers	

range from the near infrared �� ����cm��� to the ultraviolet �� ������cm���� The

standard deviation of the measurement errors is known to be � ���� cm��� If no

gross errors were present	 the standard errors of the estimated energy levels should be

even smaller� However	 when energy levels and transitions are associated incorrectly	

the resulting gross errors will distort the least squares �t� Robust �tting methods

are thus called for� The goal of this paper is to compare such procedures with least

squares �Section ���

The stationary states of a diatomic molecule such as T� are characterized by a

quantum number for rotation	 j� a quantum number for nuclear vibration	 v� and

an electronic state e� �More precisely	 j is the angular momentum apart from spin��

Within each electronic state the energy levels follow approximately a polynomial
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law of low order in v and j�j � ��� More precisely	

�� �
X
w�k

��w�k�e�
�v� �

�

�
�w�j��j� � ���k � �� ���

where v� and j� are the quantum numbers associated with state � of the molecule	 the

summation is over a set fw� k � mg with m � �� say	 and �� is the �deterministic�

remainder term� Using an analogous equation for the upper state	 with electronic

state e� the observed quantities are modeled by

Y�u � �
X

w�k�me
�

��w�k�e�
�v� �

�

�
�w�j��j� � ���k

�
X

w�k�meu

��w�k�eu
�vu �

�

�
�w�ju�ju � ���k � ���u �

���

where ���u � ��� � �u � ��u contains a systematic and a random error�

The coecients �
�w�k�
e lead to spectroscopic constants which are of interest in

themselves� Again	 they can be estimated by least squares or robust methods �Sec�

tion ���

Relation ��� is an approximation� There are localized deviations from such

smooth behavior in v and j�j � ��� These perturbations are of special interest as

they lead to new basic research problems� In order to measure such distortions	 it

is important to obtain extremely precise estimates for the term values from ��� and

for the coecients in model ���� We give some more details on applications of the

models and some conclusions in Sections � and ��

For more details about the relevant theory of molecular spectroscopy the reader

is referred to Herzberg ������� In order to facilitate cross�references	 the notation

used in that theory and in this paper is compared in Table ��

�Table � about here�

� The Data

The basic data set described above has been made available by H� M� Crosswhite� In

this study	 we examine a subset of ���� transition energies for which tentative iden�
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This Molecular
paper spectroscopy

� T term value
Y � transition energy
�� � �� error
v v vibrational quantum number
j N rotational quantum number
e electronic state

��w�k� Ywk Dunham coecients

Table �� Notations in this paper compared to usual notation in molecular spec�
troscopy

ti�cations with so�called triplet states were available� Each of these �spectral lines�

thus consists of a value Y�u� an upper state u characterized by the electronic state

eu and the quantum numbers vu and ju� and a lower state � characterized by e�� v�

and j� of the molecule	 following Dieke� The upper electronic states eu for which

transitions are analyzed in this paper are denoted by �b� �c�� �c�� �b� �c�� �c��

and �c�� The lower electronic state is always the same and is called �a�

The laws of quantum mechanics imply that only selected pairs of � and u stand

for possible transitions� The rule which applies to our data says that for transitions

� from b and c� electronic states to �a� the di
erence ju � j� is either �� or ���

� from c� to �a� ju and j� must be identical�

This rule implies that the states of the molecule fall into one of two subsets between

which transitions are virtually impossible and are therefore not observed� One subset

contains all �lower� �a and �upper� c� states with even rotational quantum number

j and all �upper� b and c� states with odd j � and vice versa for the other sub�

set� For the T� molecule these subsets correspond to the so�called para and ortho

modi�cation	 respectively�

The data set consisted of ��� transitions for the para and ��� transitions for the

ortho modi�cations	 involving ��� and ��� term values	 respectively� The data set

can be obtained from the authors�
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Remember that the assignments were tentative� It turned out that some iden�

tical assignments were given to more than one transition� At most one of these

assignments can be correct� In addition	 some transitions were given more than

one assignment� Such multiple assignments can be correct	 as two nearly identical

spectral lines can amalgamate into a so�called unresolved blend due to the limited

resolution of the measurements and to physical reasons� This gives rise to an addi�

tional complication in the identi�cation process�

� Estimation of Term Values

Model ��� was �tted by least squares �LS� and by least absolute deviations �L���

For brevity	 we only show the results for the para modi�cation�

The residuals show a very long�tailed distribution	 even more so for the L� than

for the LS �t �Figure ���
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Figure �� Normal plots of residuals from an LS and an L� �t of model ����  A
nonlinear scale is used for jrj 	 ����

Note� In this and most of the remaining �gures	 a special mode of plotting is

used� Since the outliers would dominate the visual impression	 the range of the plot
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in the vertical direction is restricted to �a� b�� with �a � b � ��� in most cases�

Rather than clipping points outside this range	 they are plotted in a nonlinear scale

in the top and bottom margins� More precisely	 the y coordinate is given by ey � y

for a � y � b� by ey � b� �c� b�
�� � �b� a�
�y � b�� for y 	 b� and analogously for

y � a�

The observer should keep in mind that the L� �tting method always produces

as many zero residuals as there are parameters in the model	 ��� in our case� There

are �� exact zeros even for the LS �t� They are mostly caused by states for which

only one observed transition is available	 which thus is �t exactly by the estimated

term value associated with the state� For the least squares case	 it would be more

adequate to plot standardized residuals	 dropping the afore mentioned cases for

which they are inde�nite� Adequate standardizations for L� are not available �for

approximations	 see McKean et al�	 ������ As an alternative	 we simulated three sets

of standard normal residuals and used them as the energy values Y�u together with

the ��� u� pairs of our dataset to apply LS and L� �tting as before� For a graphical

comparison �Figure ��	 the resulting residuals were scaled to have the same median

deviation as those obtained from the actual data� The right hand side of the �gure

also shows a more detailed view of the !at part in the Q�Q�plot of L� residuals�

The distribution of residuals is clearly long�tailed	 even more so in the L� case�

The median absolute value of the actual residuals was �� for the LS and ����� for

the L� �t� The latter corresponds to the known scale of measurement errors�

Continuing with the usual analysis of residuals	 we next examine the plot of

residuals against the �t� Figure � shows a highly structured pattern for the L�

�t	 whereas least squares produces a rather di
use picture� The pattern suggests a

classi�cation into �good� and �bad� observations� However	 this identi�cation might

!ag the wrong values� For �� states	 there are only two transitions from or to the

state� The L� method usually does not have a unique solution in such cases� �It has

a unique solution if one of the transitions leads to a state with no other transition

and can therefore be �t exactly by adjusting the corresponding term value� More

complicated cases can also be constructed�� Speci�c algorithms can �t either one of

the two transition energies exactly in such a non�unique case	 or give a term value
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Figure �� Normal plot for � simulated sets of residuals �solid lines�	 compared to
those obtained for actual data �dotted line�� The normal quantiles are shifted by
multiples of � in order to separate the samples�  A nonlinear scale is used for
jrj 	 ��� in the LS and for jrj 	 ��� in the L� case�

in between the two corresponding estimates�

Going one step further	 outliers can reinforce each other�s e
ect on any �t if they

occur in special combinations of design points	 to the extent that they are well �t	

while adequate observations will appear to be gross errors� This problem is a version

of local breakdown	 see	 e� g�	 Hampel �������

More insight into the special design structure is obtained by displaying the tran�

sitions graphically� States can be ordered with respect to their electronic state and

their vibration and rotation quantum number as primary	 secondary and tertiary

sorting criteria� This order was used to plot the upper state against the lower state

for all ��� para transitions in Figure �� The diagonal stripes which appear clearly in

the diagram re!ect the selection rules �Section ��� Since there can be only one energy

value for a certain transition	 the few positions carrying two symbols stem from two

trial identi�cations	 of which �at least� one is erroneous� The columns �lower states�

or rows �upper state� which contain only � or � symbols lead to poorly determined
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Figure �� Residuals versus �t�  A nonlinear scale is used for jrj 	 ����

term values�

A glance at the relative sizes of residuals shown by the size of the symbols in

Figure � reveals that electronic states �b and �c� have been identi�ed less successfully

than others	 and for �c� there are very few transitions� In order to obtain more

precise term values for the rest	 all transitions from these states were dropped and

model ��� was �tted again� As a kind of internal check	 the di
erences �j between

estimated term values for the full and the reduced data set were calculated �as far

as the values existed for the latter case�� The median deviations of these di
erences

�j� de�ned as MADj��j� � medj ��j�medk��k�� � were ��� and ����� for the LS and

L� cases	 respectively� �The standard deviations were ��� and ������ Clearly	 the

L� values were more stable�
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Figure �� Upper and lower states �sorted according to e and the quantum numbers
v and j� for the observed transitions� The size of the symbol is proportional to the
absolute value of the residual	 and its slope shows the sign� Size is truncated at ���
and truncation is marked by dots at both ends of the line�
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� Fitting the Model with Spectroscopic Constants

Model ��� with polynomial order m � � was �tted by LS and L�	 using both para

and ortho transitions� The LS residuals showed more clearly a very long�tailed

distribution �Figure �� than in the previous case� Again	 the median absolute L�

residual �������� was smaller by orders of magnitude than the LS one ����� and was

of a similar order as the known size of measurement errors�
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Figure �� Normal plots of residuals from an LS and an L� �t of model ���

Term values ��j can be calculated from the �tted model by ��� and compared

with the "�j obtained in the previous section� Figure � shows a comparison of the

two estimates for the �lower� electronic state �a� Again	 the L� results show a

much more satisfactory agreement of estimated term values with the theoretical

model ���� Nevertheless	 some systematic deviations show up for higher values of j�

�Similar pictures were obtained for the upper states��

For a quantitative comparison	 the median deviations of di
ferences of the two

estimates were calculated and turned out to be ��� for LS and ���� for L��
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Figure �� Term values estimated directly from model ���	 "�� �marked with quan�
tum number v�� and term values �� obtained from ��� with estimated coecients
�connected by lines� for �a	 plotted versus j��j� � ���

� Fine Tuning

Although the L� �t gives a satisfactory overall picture	 it is desirable to improve

it by a more sophisticated analysis� A speci�c reason relates to the subsequent use

of estimated term values in the speci�c context� If very precise term values are

found	 they can be used to obtain identi�cations for further observed energy values�

Consider the set of all states for which estimated term values exist� The simplest way

to obtain new identi�cations consists in determining all transitions between these

states which are possible according to the selection rules	 and select those which

do not appear in the data set of observed energy values which have already been

identi�ed� For this selection	 estimated transition energies can be calculated	 and

the nearest observed energies can be found� This procedure only extends the set of

identi�ed observed energies	 whereas the extrapolations discussed below also extend

the set of states with known energy levels�

Clearly	 some term values can be estimated more reliably than others on the

basis of the identi�ed transitions� Estimates are less reliable with states for which
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only one or two transitions are observed	 and if they are �t badly by model ����

These cases can be found on the basis of the analyses discussed before� In order

to improve the �nal term value estimates	 the observations involving a discrepant

estimated term value or leading to an excessive residual are eliminated	 and the

estimates are re�calculated in the reduced data set�

Similar results can be obtained more directly by using so�called redescending

robust estimates	 obtained by solving �for ��X
i

��yi � xTi ��
��xi � � ���

where  is	 for example	 of the �three�part redescending� type	

�r� � sign�r� min

�
jrj� a�max

�
d� r

d� b
� �

��
with � � a � b � d � �� xTi is the row of X in ���	 corresponding to the energy

value yi� and � is an estimate of the scale parameter of the error term �see	 for

example	 Hampel	 ����	 Chapter � and Section ���a�� The idea behind redescending

estimates is that they can e
ectively �reject� distant outliers automatically in the

sense that exactly the same result is obtained if clear outliers are dropped as if they

are included in the data set� On the other hand	 the solution of ��� is often not

unique	 and the estimate is well de�ned only if an iterative algorithm and a starting

� vector for it are given� Loosely speaking	 the algorithm will �nd the solution of

��� which is �nearest� to the initial vector�

In the present problem	 a reweighting algorithm can be used	 starting from the

term values obtained by robustly �tting model ���� The iterative reweighting al�

gorithm consists in obtaining the weighted least squares estimate given by weights

w��yi � xTi ��
�� with w�r� � �r�
r� A straightforward application of this scheme

will fail if there is a state for which all transitions get zero weight since they show a

large residual in the L� �t of ���� Earlier in this section	 the term value estimates of

such states were called unreliable	 and it was decided that they should be dropped� If

the algorithm is modi�ed accordingly	 then it produces the re�ned results mentioned

before directly	 without the need to explicitly drop observations from the data set�

It is plausible that the term values estimated by a redescending estimator in this

way are more precise than those obtained by �tting ��� by L�� Since �the truth� is
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not known	 we calculated the �internal� measures of stability as before� The measure

comparing estimated term values b�j with those calculated from ���	 e�j � using L�

estimates for the coecients was MADj�b�j� e�j� � ����� This compares favorably to

the measure obtained when using L� also for �tting term values b�j 	 which resulted in

���� �as mentioned in Section ��� Note	 however	 that this comparison is somewhat

unfair since the re�ned algorithm is explicitly designed to �nd estimates which di
er

little from the ��j values� A second measure of stability is obtained by comparing

results between the full data set and the subset described in Section �� The median

deviations of these di
erences of estimated term values were ����� for the re�ned

algorithm	 as compared to ����� using direct L� �tting for the same term values�

A similar comment as above applies to this comparison� Nevertheless	 the re�ned

algorithm appears to be superior to straight L� �tting according to these stability

measures�

As mentioned before	 assignments of spectral lines to additional states which are

not contained in the previous identi�cations can be obtained from extrapolations

based on ���� However	 due to the limited accuracy of that approximation	 there

are systematic errors in such extrapolations� Figure � shows the di
erences between

term values b�� estimated directly as just described and term values �e��� calculated
from ��� with coecients estimated as in Section �	 for the lower electronic state �a�

plotted versus the state in the usual order� The clear appearent structure calls for

higher terms �m 	 �� in the expansion ����

There is	 however	 the usual trade�o
 between the higher !exibility obtained

by including higher order terms and the additional statistical variability introduced

by their estimation� Furthermore	 the estimated model should yield reliable ex�

trapolations to higher values of j and v when searching for further identi�cations

of observed transition energies� Higher order terms of polynomials often lead to

deteriorated extrapolations even in the vicinity of the data used to estimate the

model�

This problem is aggravated by straightforward robust estimation� The latter

allows for a poor �t for a minority of data points by de�nition� If the class of

approximating functions is not quite adequate	 this minority will tend to include the
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�a�

outskirt of the range of design points �extreme j and v values�	 and extrapolation

will be inappropriate� The problem is a fundamental one� The polynomial model

is meant to serve two purposes� approximation and smoothing� Whereas the latter

intends to eliminate the random

measurement errors	 the former should keep the systematic error uniformly low

over the range of validity of the approximation� In approximation theory	 there is

therefore a tendency to minimize the maximal residual �the supremum norm L��

� the opposite of robust procedures� It is not dicult to suggest ad�hoc procedures

to overcome this diculty� More research is needed to obtain satisfactory results	

however�

� Conclusions

The analyses presented in this paper show clearly that a robust �tting method

produces results which are in agreement with the established theory and remain
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stable when parts of the data set are dropped	 whereas traditional least squares

methodology leads to confusing results� The number of gross errors is quite high in

our data set	 but this is very natural in the exploratory phase when identi�cations

of states are still tentative�

One could ask if the LS results could have been improved by eliminating outliers	

estimating again	 and iterating these steps until no outlier can be detected any

more� The answer is armative since such a procedure constitutes an algorithm

for calculating a robust estimator� A second question is how the �tting methods

would compare if only correctly identi�ed observations were present� This could be

anwered if the error distribution was known� If this was the case �for the �clean� or

the �contaminated� data� one could also propose using the corresponding maximum

likelihood estimator instead of L� or LS� The error distribution can be estimated by

the �possibly smoothed� distribution of residuals� Because of the small number of

observations per parameter	 it is unclear how well this estimation step would work	

and if the asymptotically optimal maximum likelihood estimator would be nearly

optimal for such a �nite sample case� Further research is needed in these problems�
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